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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce self, experienceWhat we will cover: what information about your collection can you get via these reports with no report writing experience; where to go to learn moreWhat we won’t cover: advanced report writing Outcome: I hope that my chat will give you some food for thought about ways to analyze your collection using reports.



Background 

 
 Reporting in the I-Share Environment 

 
 CARLI_Reports_2009a.mdb 
 Shared SQL posted on CARLI Website: 
 
http://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/reports 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This will focus primarily on I-Share reporting, though I think the concepts can be taken to other non-Voyager ILS systems.CARLI_Reports_2009a.mdb aka “Voyager Access Reports” and the I-Share Shared SQL are a way to query against the data in your database: circulation stats, cataloging information, acquisitions information, etc.  SQL means Structured Query Language. We won’t be talking about it much more than that – you’ll see an example of it in a few minutes. It allows the sharing of queries amongst libraries.The CARLI Reports file has shared SQL (up to and including reports shared / developed in 2009) and “canned queries” (from Ex Libris). The file also includes a Table of Conspectus information and queries based on that data. I’ll talk more about the conspectus information in a moment.The next few slides are some screenshots from the CARLI website: the shared SQL is in a secure part of our website, so I just took some screenshots.



http://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-share/reports 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the main reporting page: how to get set up to run reports, shared SQL and other resources



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the beginning of the “Description of a Library’s Collection” Shared SQL page



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of one shared SQL. The nice thing about viewing the query information on the webpage is the description of the query you see, it can help you determine if the query will suit your needs.



Conspectus Information 

 Subject divisions and subject categories created by 
class number mappings published by 
OCLC:http://www.oclc.org/collectionanalysis/support
/conspectus.xls 

 Institutions could also make their own categories 
based on LC, Dewey, or other classification. 

 Voyager Statistics: the Conspectus 
Queries:http://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-
services/eres/stats-forum-112213 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Conspectus subject divisions and subject categories are included in the CARLI_reports_2009a.mdb file from CARLI. Some of the queries included use these categories These queries gather statistics on your collection, circulation, and purchasing, broken out in the Conspectus subject divisions and subject categories.  They are useful for collection analysis and accreditation. They can be used with Worldcat collection analysis which is now Collection Evaluation in WorldShare Management Services (WMS). More information on the conspectus categories as they are implemented in the CARLI_Reports_2009a.mdb can be found at this URL, presentation from Cathy Salika called “Voyager Statistics: The conspectus queries”
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Conspectus.xls as downloaded from 
OCLC 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s a peek at what the conspectus table looks like, in Excel directly from OCLC. This is freely available at the URL listed on the previous slide.



Conspectus categories viewed in 
CARLI_Reports_2009a.mdb 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s what the conspectus data looks like in Access Reports. Conspectus Categories work in the I-Share environment based on knowing the call number type from the holdings record, which is indexed along with the call number. If one was preparing a conspectus table for another system (Other than Voyager) you would need to adjust the table to take into account where the call number type is stored in that system.



This is all Greek to me… 

 What can we learn about our collection with minimal 
query experience? 
 
 Information available by using 

CARLI_Reports_2009a.mdb: 
 Age of collection 
 Size of collection 
 Use of collection 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK, so for some of you this may all not add up to much except a big question mark. It may be confusing but it is helpful to understand some of the background before moving forward! So what can we learn about our collection with minimal to no query experience?Information that is available via the canned queries in the CARLI version of the reports.mdb file (to be able to run these yourself means you have an Oracle account from CARLI for reporting purposes, if you don’t, someone at your library does and can run these reports for you. If help is needed you can always contact support, but today’s presentation is all about what we can find out without any manipulation of the queries)>  Information that is available via the monthly reports of UB activity (most specifically UB_Stat_3)Using these two sources of information what can you learn about your collection?First let’s talk about the  CARLI_Reports.mdb and Shared SQLReports are available to determine age of collectionBibs by Pub Decade and Country (provides a count)Calculate average publication date of my collectionSize of your collectionItem Count by [classification scheme]Comprehensive Bibliographic Record CountHow is your collection being used, or not?Circ Transactions by Title by Date range, minimum charges (i.e items that have circulated at least x number of times in a given date range)Uncirculated items – this query looks for items published prior to 1980 so some basic manipulation is required if you want more current publications included.Some queries match to OCLC Conspectus Division & Categories if desiredAll data can be exported to Excel for ManipulationOn the next couple of slides I’ve run a few of these to give you an idea of what information you’ll see.



Access Reports Work Area 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screen shot of what the work area looks like for Access Reports. To run any query a simple double click is all it takes.



Conspectus Charge Counts for 2013 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conspectus Charge Counts for 2013 – or maybe you’d prefer the “Circulation Transactions by classification scheme” query instead…that is also available.Viewed in Excel so sortable by number of charges – what part of your collection is most used?



Item Count by Classification 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Viewed in Access – compare most used part of collection to size.So, there are a couple examples of using provided queries to analyze what you have, but what about what you don’t have? 



Using UB_Stat_3 

 
 Information that is available via the monthly reports of 

Universal Borrowing activity provided by CARLI 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UB_Stat_3Lists each title requested by your patrons (no patron information is ever retained once a transaction is complete)Report includes what institution loaned the title, Date requested, patron type, Call number, Title, Author, publisher, publication date With a little experience can add Conspectus categories to results Delivered monthly to your institution’s sftp account. Can give anecdotal evidence of gaps in your collection – if a lot of books in a certain area are being requested perhaps your collection is lacking in some way (not large enough, dated)



UB_Stat_3 Example 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Call number included is from item’s home institution, so may be difficult to interpret – if you are an LC institution Dewey numbers may leave you scratching your head.  However, with just a <LITTLE> bit of experience (or the directions we’re developing in the CARLI office) you (or whomever runs reports at your library) can import your ub_stat_3 data into Access Reports, and get results that include the conspectus categories. Obviously the more UB Stat data you have the more accurate a picture you will see of what your patrons are requesting, at least a year seems best.



UB_Stat_3 + Conspectus Categories 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This example, combining the UB_Stat_3 data from the previous year, plus the conspectus categories counts the requests in general areas. As I mentioned before the CARLI office is working on instructions on creating this query. 



Looking forward 

 Cost per use: circulation transactions + invoice line 
item price 

 Box to Shelf time: receipt date + available status 
 Other useful queries you can think of? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What other types of queries could we run to assess our collection? Here are a couple examples we thought of in house…I also want to mention that very soon we will be posting a series of short recorded webinars on running access reports (based on our very basic class) that some of you might be interested in, if you are thinking you want to get your feet wet! 



Thank you! 

 
 More information: 
 http://www.carli.illinois.edu/products-services/i-

share/reports 
 Email: support@carli.illinois.edu 
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